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“France was blassed. Now get out and get ready for the Lord. What William told a congregation packed with 1,600 church leaders.

dist. Rev. Un. l." he continued. "I thought with all the change and confusion that this is the beginning of a new era in the life of the church."

the conference to focus on areas in which Holston Conference churches distributed supplies for missions in Kenya, Liberia and Zimbabwe. The sup-

iments, as fixed by Bishop

Huntsville, and Grace

dll and one vase they could find in the ashes. 14-year-old

ior church “burned pretty much to the ground,” said Morristown

The conference also approved a Board of Pensions proposal to cut its 18.1 percent decrease from the 2003 budget, was met with light

chair Mai Bell Hurley said before presenting a $14.46 million budget, reflecting a

“We decided that we want to be uniters, not dividers,” CFA

More news will be provided in the next issue of

Morrison District Church Bums
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2003 CONCLUDES WITH UBEAT MESSAGE
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